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1. Introduction 
This paper is a continuation of Ref. [1], and is related to the work of Ellis 
et al. [6]. Recall from Ref. [1] that a matrix T is called G-bounded if there exists 
a positive number/~ such that #2G - T*GT > 0, where G is invertible and self- 
adjoint. In other words, T is G-bounded if and only if T is homothetic with a 
uniformly G-contractive matrix. We refer to Ref. [1] for properties of G- 
bounded matrices. 
This paper concerns ingular numbers of G-bounded matrices which are 
defined in analogy with the approximation property in the classical case, for 
the latter see for example Ref. [7]. These singular numbers atisfy inequalities 
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analogues to the usual submultiplicative inequalities, and are also invariant 
under G-adjoint operation. I f  T is an r × r matrix, there are precisely r non- 
trivial singular numbers, which appear as eigenvalues of the diagonable her- 
mitian pencil ~G - T*GT. For a review about eigenvalues of symmetric and 
hermitian pencils we refer to Ref. [11]. A result of Yamamoto [17] concerning 
asymptotic properties of singular numbers of T" for n large is extended to G- 
bounded matrices. 
A description of the paper is as follows. In the next section some first 
properties of singular numbers are discussed, such as submultiplicative in- 
equalities and adjoints. Section 3 deals with the pencil ~G-  T*GT. Section 4 
contains several related results on singular values by other authors. Proof of 
the generalized Yamamoto theorem appears in Section 5. 
t r I f  T = ( ij)i,j=l is an r × r matrix, we denote the main diagonal of T by diag 
T = (h.~,..., tr,r). I f  at, • • , ~,- are complex numbers, wedenote the matrix diag 
= 
2. First properties of singular numbers 
Let G and T be two r × r matrices with G self-adjoint and invertible, and 
such that T is G-bounded. Define a set of matrices M(G, T) as follows 
M(G, T) = {K E Jg,. : T + K is G-bounded}, (2.1) 
where ~#r is the space of all r × r complex matrices. Note that T is G-bounded 
if and only if 0 E M(G, T). Let us also remark that according to this definition, 
M(G, 0) is simply the set of G-bounded matrices, and K E M(G, T) if and only 
if T + K E M(G, 0). Thus, M(G, T) = M(G, O) - T. Here, if A E ~#r is a set of 
matrices, we denote A - T = {L - T : L E A}. 
Definition. Let G and Tbe two r × r matrices with G self-adjoint and invertible, 
and such that T is G-bounded. For each positive integer k we define the 
singular numbers Sk(T)+,c and sk(T)_,G via 
sk(T)+,G = inf I T + KI+,G, (2.2) 
KEM(G,T) 
rank K <~ k-1 
and 
sk(T)_6 = sup ]T+KI_G. (2.3) 
KEM(G,T) 
rank K <~ k- I 
Note that since T is G-hounded, 0 E M(G, T) and therefore the inf and sup 
in (2.2) and (2.3) are well defined. We clearly have 
S l ( r )±.  G = ITI±,G • (2.4) 
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Moreover, for k ~> r + 1, s,(T)+.~; are given by 
s,(T)+,G=O and sk(T) .~=oc  (k=r+l , r+2, . . . ) .  (2.5) 
In fact, for each r > 0 let K~ = (r - 1)T. Then T +K~ = zT is G-bounded, and 
therefore we obtain for k ~> r ÷ 1 
r [T I+.~=IvT I~,G=IT+K d> inf I T+K r=s~(v)+.o. 
xG~tfG,r) 
rank K <~ r
Since ]T]+,~ < c~ and ~ > 0 is arbitrary this proves the first part of (2.5). The 
second part of (2.5) is proved similarly. 
It also follows from the definitions that 
sj(T)<G.>~Sj+~(T)+.G and sj(T),G<~Sj+,(T)_,G ( /=1,2 , . . . ) .  (2.6) 
Thus, by (2.4) 
O<~ si(V)+.G <. S,(V)+. G = lr]+,G < lvl .~=Sl(V) ,c <<. sj(r)_,G <~ Oc, (2.7) 
for i , j  = 1,2,. . .  
Recall also that by Proposition 2.9 of [1] the matrix T is G-bounded if and 
only if S-ITS is S*GS-bounded, and moreover ]T]+c = ]S-JTSI+,s.Gs . Here, S is 
an arbitrary invertible r × r matrix. This shows that if T is G-bounded 
sk(T)±, G = sk(S 'TS)±,s.cs (k = 1,2,.. .) .  (2.8) 
Moreover, by Proposition 2.8 of [1] the matrix T is G-bounded if and only if 
G JT*G is G-bounded, and moreover IG-1T*GI±,G=[TI±,6. Since rank 
K = rank(G JK*G), we obtain from definitions (2.2) and (2.3) that if T is G- 
bounded, then 
&(G-'T*G)±,o = sk(T)~,c (k = 1,2,.. .) .  
Recall also that G -j T*G = T *G is the G-adjoint of T, whence the last equalities 
mean that 
sk(r*a)±,o = sk(T)±,G (k = 1,2,.. .) .  
The usual submultiplicative inequalities for singular numbers continue to 
hold in this case. To see this, assume that T and R are G-bounded. Let g > 0 be 
given, and let K 6 M(G, T) and H 6 M(G,R) be such that 
rank K ~< i - 1, rank H :4 j - 1, 
IT + KI+,c <~ &(T)+,G + e, IR + HI_G <<, sj(T)+,~ ÷ e. 
By Theorem 2.7 of [1] the matrix (T + K)(R + H) is G-bounded and 
I(T + K)(R + H)I+,~ <<. Iv ÷ KI+~IR + HI+~, 
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whence 
Ire + (KR + (r + K)/-/)I+,G ~< (s,(r)+,G + ~)(sj(r)+,~ + ~). 
Thus, KR+(T+K)HEM(G,  TR), and since rank (KR+(T+K)H)<~ 
i + j - 2, it follows that 
si+j-, (TR)+, a <~ [re + (KR + (r  + K)H)I+, a 
~< (si(r)+,~ + ~)(sj(r)+,~ + ~). 
Since e > 0 is arbitrary, we obtain 
~,+j_,(re)+~ <si(r)+jj(r)+,~ (i,j = 1,2,...). 
Similarly one shows that 
si+j_,(TR) .a >~ si(V)-.asj(R)-,G (i,j = 1,2,...). 
Here note that by (2.7) both factors in the right-hand side are either positive or 
oc. Hence the product is well defined, being understood that the product is oe if 
one of the factors is oc. 
3. Singular numbers and the canonical pencil 
Let G be an invertible r x r self-adjoint matrix and T a G-bounded matrix. 
The canonical pencil associated with G and T is the pencil 
(G-  T*GT (( C C). 
Denote by p the number of positive igenvalues of G counting multiplicities. By 
Lemma 2.3 of [1] there exist an invertible matrix S such that 
(~  0 ) (3.1) S*GS = -L-p ' 
and 
S*T*GTS = diag(el, . . . ,  %, - i l l , . . . ,  -fir-p), (3.2) 
where e l , . . . ,  % are nonnegative numbers and i l l , - . . ,  fir p positive numbers 
such that 
max(el , . . . ,  ep) < rain(il l , . . . ,  fir p). 
By multiplying S on the right by a suitable permutation matrix, we can also 
assume that 
0 <<. % <~ . . .  <<. e j < fl j <<.... <<. fir_ p . (3.3) 
An invertible r × r matrix S such that (3.1)-(3.3) hold, is called a G-diago- 
nalizing matrix for T. 
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The equality 
det ( (G-  T*GT)J det SI 2 =: det((S*GS- S*T*GTS) 
p r -p  
i=l .i=1 
shows that ~J , . - - , :%f l l , - - . , f l r -p are the roots of the 
d(() = det (~G - T*GT), counting multiplicities. 
35 
polynomial 
Theorem 3.1. Let G be an invertible r x r self-adjoint matrix, T a G-bounded 
matrix, and let p be the number of positive eigenvalues of G counting 
multiplicities. Let ~l,...,~p,/31,.--,f ir_p denote the roots of the polynomial 
d(~) = det (~ G - T*GT), counting multiplicities, and ordered so that (3.3) holds. 
Then 
si(T)~.~ = V~ (J = 1,... ,p), (3.4) 
st(T)+,c = 0 ( j '=p+ 1 ,p+ 2, . . . ) ,  (3.5) 
and 
sj(T) .~; = V~ / O = 1 , . . . , r -p ) ,  (3.6) 
s.i(T) . c=°°  O '=r -p+ l , r -p+2, . . . ) .  (3.7) 
Proof. If p = 0 (respectively p := r) then G < 0 (respectively G > 0) by (3.1), 
and hence it follows from Lemma 2.2 of [1] that IT[+,c = 0 (respectively 
ITl_c = cx~). Taking into account (2.4), (2.6) and (2.7) it follows that sj 
(T)+, G = 0 (respectively sj(T)_(~ = ~x~) for j = 1,2, . . .  Hence (3.4) and (3.5) 
(respectively (3.6) and (3.7)) hold in this case. Therefore, we will assume p > 0 
in proving (3.4) and (3.5), and assume p < r in proving (3.6) and (3.7). 
Let S be a G-diagonalizing matrix for T and put 
G, =- S*GS, 1"1 = S-' IS. (3.8) 
By (2.8) we have 
sk(T)±.c =- sk(T,)±,G, (k = 1,2,. . .) .  (3.9) 
We first prove (3.5). We denote by ej = ( ij),.=j(J = 1 . . , r)  the standard 
basis of C r. For each t = 2, . . .  ,p + 1 denote a matrix E, by 
t - I  
j=l  
and denote E1 -- 0. By (3.2) we have 
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(T, - T~Et)*GI(T, - r, Et) = (I - E , )*S*T*GTS( I  - E,) 
=diag(0, . . . ,0 ,  cc, , . . . , :%--f l l , . . . , - f i r  p) ( t= l , . . . ,p+l ) ,  
where the right-hand side is diag(0,.. . ,  0 , - f i j , . . . , - f i r  p) when t =p + 1. By 
(3.1)-(3.3) and Theorem 2.3 of [1], it follows that Tl -T tE ,  is Gi-bounded with 
Ill - T,E,I+.G = v~, (t = 1,... ,p), 
and 
IT1 - TIEp+II+,G = O. 
Since rank Kt ~< t - l, the definition of&(T)+,a and the last equalities how that 
s,(T,)+.a ' <<. x/-f,, (t = 1 , . . . ,p ) ,  (3.10) 
and 
Sp+l(Tl)+,G, = O. 
This equality and (2.6) lead to 
s,(T,)+,G ' =0 ( t=p+l ,p+2, . . . ) ,  
and combining this with (3.9), we obtain (3.5). 
Now let t c {1 , . . .  ,p} and K be an arbitrary matrix such that Ti +K is G- 
bounded and rank K <~ t - 1. There exists a nonzero vector 
0 # v E span(e , , . . . ,e , )  (3.11) 
such that 
Kv = O. (3.12) 
Let p be an arbitrary number with 
[TI +KI+,~, < ~ < I/'1 +Kt_ ,G  , • (3.13) 
Then p is a Gl-bound for Tj + K, whence 
kt2Gt - (T~ + K)*G, (T ,  + K)  > O. 
This implies 
I ,2(G,v,v)  - ((TI + K)*G, (T ,  + K)v ,v )  >~ O. 
However, by (3.12) we have 
((Ti + K)*GI(T1 + K)v ,v )  = (T(GIT ,  v,v) ,  
whence 
t~2(Gtv, v) - {T iG iT lv  , v) >~ O. (3.14) 
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Since t ~<p we obtain by (3.1)-(3.3) that 
<o~v, ~,) = <s*csv, ~,) = H~'I/, 
and 
(T?G,T,v, v) = (S*T*GTSv, t:) ~> ~,llvbl 2. 
Combining this with (3.14) it follows that ~:l lvlb 2 - ~,l lvl l  2 >t 0. However, v # 0 
by (3.11) and therefore, 
~>~, .  
The last inequality holds for each p satisfying (3.13). Thus, 
ITl +KI+.Gt >>-v/~,. Here K is an arbitrary matrix such that Ti +K is G- 
bounded and rank K ~< t - 1, where t E { 1,. . .  ,p}. Thus, we obtain 
s,(T1)..~ = inf IT1 +K]+G, >~ ~ (t = 1 . . . .  ,p). 
Xc,~4(G , r~)  ' " 
rank  K ~<t 1 
Combining this with (3.10), it follows that 
at(T,)+, G= ~ (t= l, . . . ,p). 
By (3.9), this proves (3.4). 
We now turn to the proof of (3.6) and (3.7). Let fl > flr-p be arbitrary. For 
each h = 2 . . . .  , r -p+ 1, let 
Fh= Z fl -1  e ,* (h=2.  r -p+l )  .IC~j , . . . ,  
i=p+ I
and put F1 = 0. Then by (3.2) 
(T, + T, Fh)*G,(T, + T, Fh) = (I + Fh)*S*T*GTS(I + Fh) 
=diag(~, . . . ,ap , - f i , . . . , - f l , - f lh , . . . , - f l~_p)  (h= 1 , . . . , r -p+l ) .  
For h = r -p+ 1 the right-hand side is diag(cq,.. .  ,~p , - f l , . . . , - f l ) .  By (3.1)- 
(3.3) and Theorem 2.3 of [1], this inequality implies that Tj -  TIFh is 
G~-bounded with 
IT, - T,F~,I_~ 1 = ~ (h = 1 . . . .  , r -p ) ,  
and 
IT, - T,F~_~+I L .G, = v~.  
Noting that rank(T1Fh) ~< h - 1 and fl > flr-p can be taken arbitrarily large, it 
follows that 
sh(T,)_~>~ ~ (h= 1 , . . . , r -p )  (3.15) 
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and 
Sr-p+l ( r l ) - ,G  = (X3. 
The last equality and (2.7) lead to (3.7). 
Finally, we prove the converse inequalities to (3.15). Let h C { 1, . . . ,  r -p} ,  
and K C M(G1, Tj ) with rank K ~< h - 1. Then there exists a nonzero vector w E 
C r with 
w E span(ep+l,..., ep+h) A kerK. 
Let p be an arbitrary number with 
IT1 + K[+,G~ < p < ]Tj +Kl_,o ~ . (3.16) 
Then 
Ia2Gi - (7"1 + K)*G(Tj + K) > 0, 
whence, taking into account hat Kw = O, 
/ (G ,w,  w I - (r,*Cl T,w, w) /> 0. (3.17) 
However, since w E span(ep+l,..., ep+h), we obtain from (3.1)-(3.3) that 
(GlW, W) = (s*aSw, w) = -Ilwll 2, 
and 
<T;Gj Z,w, w> = (S*T*GrSw, w) >1 -/LIIwll z 
Hence, (3.17) implies 
- p2[lw[l 2 = #2(a,w,w) >1 (T~a, Tlw, w) >1 - l~hllwll 2. 
However, w # 0 and therefore/~ < v/~-h. This holds for each # satisfying (3.16). 
Thus, [Ti +K l_c  ~< V~h" Here K E M(G1, T1) is an arbitrary matrix with rank 
K~<h-  1, and h = 1 , . . . , r -p .  Therefore, 
sh(T,)_~ = sup I /1+KI_c~<V~h (h=l , . . . , r -p ) .  
KcM(GI,TI) 
rank K <~ h-I 
Combining this with (3.15) we obtain (3.7). [] 
For future reference, we state the following corollary of Theorem 3.1, and 
(2.4). 
Corollary 3.3. Let G be an invertible r x r self-adjoint matrix, T be a G-bounded 
matrix, and denote by p the number of positive eigenvalues of G, counting 
multiplicities. Then the singular numbers i (T)+,G (i ---- 1,... ,p) and sj (T)_c 
(J" = 1,. . . ,  r - p) are finite and 
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O<.sp(T)+c <<.... ~<s,(T)+x~ = ITl+,a < ITl_c 
=s,(T)_G<~ ... <~s,. p(T)_.c < oc. (3.18) 
4. A review of some known results 
In this section we present some known results which describe important 
properties of singular numbers of G-bounded matrices. 
First, the minimax theorem of Lancaster and Ye ([10], Corollary 2.4) yields 
the following min-max property of singular numbers. 
Theorem ([10]). Let G be an invertible r x r self-adjoint matrix and T a 
G-bounded matrix. Let p and q be the number of positive and negative igenvalues 
of G, counting multiplicities. Then if p > 0 
[ /] s~(T)+,c = min max (GTx, Tx (i = 1 ,p), 
MELt i-I ! xEM ' " "  
k(axa}=l 
and if q > 0 
si(T) .a = max [ min --{GTy, Ty)I 
NCL,. i+l yEN 
(Oy.y}=- 1 
where Lk denotes the set of k-dimensional subspaces of C r. 
1/2 
( j=  1,. . . ,q),  
In Ref. [10] a much more general situation is considered. For closely related 
results in the framework of min-max characterization of eigenvalues of pencils, 
see Refs. [2,3,9,11-16]. 
Next, it follows from Lemma 2.3 of Bolshakov et al. [4] that singular 
numbers are related to rank in the following way. 
Theorem ([4]). Let G be an invertible r × r self-adjoint matrix, and T a G- 
bounded matrix. Then rank T is equal to the number of nonzero .finite singular 
numbers j(T)+c O" = 1,2,.. .).  
Finally, by applying Lemma 4.1 from the work of Bolshakov and Reichstein 
[5] it can be easily deduced that singular numbers classify G-bounded matrices 
up to G-unitary equivalence in the following way. 
Theorem ([5]). Let G be an invertible r x r self-adjoint matrix and T and Ti be 
two G-bounded matrices. Let p be the number of positive eigenvalues of G, 
counting multiplicities. Then the equalities 
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ss(V)+.a=sy(T,)+,a ( j '= 1, . . . ,p) ,  
sj(T)_.c = sj(r,)_.~ (j = 1 , . . . , r -p ) ,  
hoM if and only i f  there exist two r × r invertible matrices U and V such that 
T, = UTV 
and 
U*GU = G = V~GV. 
The much more involved problem of G-unitary classification without as- 
suming G-boundedness is discussed in Ref. [5]. For related works on polar 
decomposition and singular value decomposition see also Refs. [4,5,8]. 
5. Asymptot ic  behavior o f  sk(T") +,G 
The next result generalizes Yamamoto's theorem for indefinite metrics. 
Theorem 5.1. Let G be an invertible r × r self-adjo&t matrix, T be a G-bounded 
matrix, and let {21,+,... ,2p,+, At. , . . . ,  2q_} be the eigenvalues o f  T, counting 
multiplicities where p ÷ q = n, ordered so that 
I~p,+l ~< . . .  ~< 12,,+l ~< [TI+,~ < ITI .~< I~, _1 ~< . . .  ~< 12q,_l (5.1) 
and with each eigenvalue being repeated according to its algebraic multiplicity. 
Then 
limsk(T") 1/L = I,Z~,+I (k = 1 ,p) (5.2) 
l ims J  T"~I/" = IA~,-I (k = 1, ,q). (5.3) 
t ry :X5  ~ ] - , G  " " " 
Note that an ordering of the eigenvalues of T according to (5.1) is possible 
by Section 3 of [1], and furthermore p (respectively q) is equal to the number of 
positive (respectively negative) eigenvalues of G, counting multiplicities. The 
case k = 1 in (5.2) and (5.3) corresponds to the spectral radius formula in 
Theorem 3.3 of [1], which will be used in the proof. 
Proof. Since the proofs of (5.2) and (5.3) are similar, we only prove (5.3). We 
will prove below that (5.3) holds in case T is a Jordan matrix. Assume this for 
the moment. There exists an invertible matrix S such that the matrix J = S-I TS 
is a Jordan matrix with diagonal elements 
diag J = (21,+, . . . , 2p +, )w.- . . . .  , )q, ). 
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Now put G' = S*GS. Then, by Section 2, J is G'-bounded. Since we assume 
that (5.3) holds for Jordan matrices 
limsi(J")J/.~, = 12j_l (j =: 1, . . . ,q) .  
n~o 
However note that S -~ T"S = J", whence taking into account (2.8) 
sj(J") .6'=sj(S 'r"S)_s.cs=sj(T") .c ( J=  1, . . . ,q;  n= 1,2,.. .) ,  
and therefore, (5.3) holds. 
We now prove (5.3) for Jordan matrices. To fix notation, we let J be a G- 
bounded Jordan matrix with 
diagJ  = (,¢1.+,...,/~p,+, ~.q . . . . .  ,21 - ) ;  (5.4) 
where p + q = r, and such that 
b)>,~[ <~ '"  <~ I,i~,+b ~< IJl+a < [JI_,G <~ 12,,-[ <~ " <~ l)~q,-I. (5.5) 
We prove 
,}irns~(J")~ ~ = 12k,_l (k = 1, . . . ,q) .  (5.6) 
For k = 1, (5.6) follows from Theorem 3.3 of [1]. Hence, we fix an integer 
2 ~< k ~< q in the sequel. 
We first show that 
t '~n  "~ 1 ,/n lim inf sk~a J-,G >/ I&,-I" (5.7) 
n~oc  
Let # be an arbitrary G-bound of J. Then 
IJt+.c < # < IJI ,G. (5.8) 
Hence, the form (5.4) of the diagonal of the Jordan matrix J and inequalities 
(5.5) imply that the Riesz projection P of J relative to the disc of radius # 
centered at the origin is given by 
1 
P=~Ti~i f (2 l - J ) - ld2=: ( I  0 00). 
Since # is a G-bound of J ,  #2G - J*GJ > 0. Hence, by the inertia theorem, Im 
P is G-positive definite and ker P is G-negative definite. Thus, if we denote 
r G = (g~i)ij=l, 
then 
P (g~J)ij.-I > 0,  (5.9) 
< 0. (5.10) 
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In particular, G has p positive eigenvalues and q = r - p negative igenvalues. 
We now consider block decompositions of G and J of order ((r - k + 1) + (k -  
1)) × ((r-k+ 1) + (k -  1)) of the form 
G2), (5.11) G= k, G2 G3 ] 
J2)  (5.12) 
J - -  ,]3 " 
Here Gi and Jl are of size ( r -k+ 1) x ( r -k+ 1), G2 and J2 are of size 
(r - k + 1) x (k - 1), and G3 and J3 are of size (k - 1) x (k - 1). Note that Jl is 
a Jordan matrix with spectrum given by 
a(Jl) = {)h.+,..., 2p,+,/~q_,..., 2k.-}- (5.13) 
Moreover, we have the following block decomposition 
G,=(F1 F2) 
F 2 F3 ' 
where 
p i ~p,r-k+l / xr-k+l 
FI ~- (gij)(i=l, F2 = ~gij)i~lj=p+l , F3 = ~gij)ij=p+l. 
By (5.9) and (5.10) we have 
F1>O,  F3<0.  
Thus, GI is invertible and has p positive eigenvalues, and r - k + 1 - p = q - 
k + 1 negative igenvalues. Hence, G and GI have the same number of positive 
eigenvalues. On the other hand, the factorization 
G=(GI  G2) 
G~ G3 
= ( I G1 0 
G~G 1' ~)(  0 G3-G~G~'G2)(Io G~G2) (5.14) 
and Sylvester's inertia law imply that the number of positive igenvalues of G is 
equal to the number of positive eigenvalues of Gi plus the number of positive 
eigenvalues of (73 - G~G~IG2. Since G and GI have the same number of positive 
eigenvalues and G is invertible, we obtain 
G3 - G*2G~JG2 < 0. (5.15) 
Recall that # is a G-bound for J. Hence 
p2G -J*GJ > O. 
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This inequality and the block decompositions (5.11) and (5.12) imply in par- 
ticular that 
(5.16) / t2G l  - J~GiJl > O. 
Now let 
t = .~k_, 
and define an r x r matrix T' via 
T '= (~ -tG{1G2~( J 0 
Note that 
T '=(~ (J, - tl)G~!G2 ) 
tl 
(5.17) 
GIIG21k-I ). (5.18) 
(5.19) 
where I denotes the identity matrix of appropriate order. Since t = 2k._ by 
(5.17), we obtain from (5.13) that 
~(r')  = {<,+,..., a,,+, ~_, . . . ,  ).k,- }. 
We now show that T' is G-bounded. Note first that 
(5.20) 
( o)l   2)1 to. 2) 
-tG~G~  tI G~ G3 tI 
-tG~G[' iI G~J, I(G3 -- G~GT1G2) 
= (J~G1JI 0 ) 
It] 2(G3 - G]GT'G2). / 
Thus, 
0 G3 - G~GIIG2 -tG~G~ 1 tI G~ G3 tI ) /
= (#2G,-J~GIJ, 0 ) (5.21) 
0 (u 2 - Itl2)(G3 - G~G~'G2) " 
Note that by (5.8) and (5.5),/~ <: [2k,_]. Hence, (5.17) leads to  l l  2 - It[ 2 < 0. By 
this inequality and (5.15) and (5.16) we have 
( IflG, - J~G,J, 0 ) 
0 (#2 _ itlZ)(G3 _ G~GI,G2 ) > O. 
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Hence, (5.21) implies that 
~teG1 0 ) 
IJ- ~ 0 G3 - G;GTIG2 
-- - tG~GI  1 i l  G~ G3 t l  J > O. 
We now multiply this inequality by 
('o V 
on the right and by its conjugate transpose n the left. Taking into account 
(5.14) and (5.18), we obtain 
l~2G - T'*GT' > 0. 
Hence, 7" is G-bounded, and # is a G-bound for 7". Recall from Lemma 3.1 of 
[1] that since ~ is a G-bound for T', the G-outer spectrum of T' is given by 
a(T')_,c = {2 E a(T') : 121 i> ~}. 
Consequently, formula (5.20) for a(T') and inequalities (5.5) and (5.8) imply 
that 
a(T')_,G = {/~q,-,...,/-k,-}. 
Recall also that by Theorem 3.3 of [1] 
lim ]T'n['/~ = r(T')_,a , 
n~3o - ,¢a  
where r(T')_o = min{I21 : 2 c a(r')_,G }. In our case it follows from the above 
description of a(T' )_a and (5.5) that r(T')_c = I&- t ,  and therefore we obtain 
lim T 1, a = [2,, I- (5.22) n~°c [ In l/n 
Finally, note that the block decompositions (5.19) and (5.12) imply that 
T 'n - J~  has the form 
where Ll,n and L2, are appropriate matrices of orders (r - k + 1) x (k - 1) and 
(k - 1) x (k - 1) respectively. This leads to 
rank(T,~ _ jn) ~< k - 1. 
Since d" and T '~ are G-bounded, we obtain by definition (2.3) 
s*(Jn)_,G >~ IT"I_ ~. 
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Hence, (5.22) implies (5.7). 
We now turn to the proof  of the converse inequality to (5.7), namely, we 
show 
lim sup tr,,~l/n S'kt o I ,a <<-[2k,-I • (5.23) 
n ~ c  
Define h E {k , . . . ,  q} as follows. I f  
2k, = )~k+l,- . . . . . .  2q,_ 
put h = q, and otherwise let h be defined by 
2k. = 2k+j . . . . . . .  2h, ¢ 2h+1.-. 
Then 
2h, = 2k-, (5.24) 
k<~h~q.  
The last inequality leads to 
Sk(Jn)_,a <~ Sh(J")_.G (n := 1,2, . . . ) .  
These inequalities and (5.24) show that (5.23) is a consequence of the inequality 
lim sup ~,,~t/, sh J j ,a ~< I~o~.-I, (525) 
which we now prove. 
By the above choice of  h we have the block decomposit ion 0) 
J = J "  , (5 .26)  
where J "  is a h x h Jordan matrix with 2h_ . . . .  ,2~_ on its main diagonal by 
(5.63), and J '  an (r - h) x (r -- h) Jordan matrix. In particular, we have 
cr(J") = { , (h , - , . . .  , 21, -} .  
Hence, (5.5) shows that the spectral radius r(J") of f '  is given by 
~(J") = p~ f > 0, 
and therefore, there is a positive constant c such that 
I[J"r[ h ~ ,, ~< cn [/-h.-I (n = 1,2, . . . ) .  (5.27) 
We now consider the corresponding block decomposit ion of  G 
C' a"' "~ 
G= 
a .... G I ' / '  
(5.28) 
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where G" is h × h. Since h ~< q = r - p, it follows from (5.10) that 
G" < 0, 
and let e > 0 be such that 
- G" ~> ~I. (5.29) 
Now fix an integer n i> 1, and recall that sh(J")_G > 0 by (2.7). Choose 3. such 
that 
max(O, sh( J " )~- ! )  <3,<sh(J")'/~._. (5.30) 
Then r," < Sh(J")_G whence, there exists an r × r matrix K, such that 
rank K,, ~< h - 1, 
and J"  + K. is G-bounded with 
[J" + K,I 6 > r,~. 
Since 
I J" + K.I_G > I J" + X.I+,G, 
there exists a positive number  #. such that 
l J"  + K.[_,G > #. > max(3~, [J" + K.[+,~). 
Then p. is a G-bound for J"  + K., whence 
~.C - (J" + X.)*G(J" + Xo) > O. 
By (5.31), there exists a nonzero vector 
( 0 . 
0 
u= EC r 
tdr-h+ 1 
Ur - 
such that 
u c kerKn. 
Then (5.33) implies 
") , pT, u Gu - u*J'*GJ"u > O. 
(5.31) 
(5.32) 
(5.33) 
(5.34) 
(5.35) 
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By (5.34) we can decompose u as (0) 
U~ 
U ! ~ 
where 0 ¢ u' = (ur-h+l, . . . ,  u~) t e C h. Insert ing this in (5.35) and taking into 
account the block decomposit ions (5.26) and (5.28), we obtain 
2 t*G"u' d* J " *G" J "nu  ~ > O. p ,u  
Hence, (5,29) implies 
2 I,.--,t1 I Ilu'll211J"ll2llal[ >1 - u l " j " *G ' l j "u  ' > -~.u  b u >/~l lu ' l l  z. 
Thus, inequality (5.27) and u' ~ 0 imply that 
c2n2hl;.h_lZ.llall >>. ~2. 
Therefore, 
#, <<. E-]/2cnhllalll/21).h_l ".
Since #, > z~ by (5.32), it follows that 
~. <~ E-~/2%' / "nh / " l la l l J /2" lAh_ l  . 
Thus, recalling (5.30), 
1 1 
sh(J")~"c <<. - + ~,, <~ - + ~-l/2%l/"nh/"llall l/2"12h,-I . (5.36) 
n 1¢ 
This inequality holds for each n = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  and therefore leads to (5.25) which 
implies (5.23) as remarked above. 
Equality (5.6) follows from (5.7) and (5.23). [] 
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